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Europeanization has brought radical change to the governance practices of all European Union (EU) member states, and these practices have clashed with traditional ideas about democracy. The degree to which EU member states have been affected is largely a matter of institutional fit. The EU, as a compound supranational polity in which governing activity is highly diffused through multiple authorities, has been more disruptive to simple national polities such as Britain and France, in which governing has traditionally been channeled through a single authority, than to compound national polities such as Germany and Italy, in which it has traditionally also been diffused through multiple authorities.

The main problem for EU member states, however, is that national leaders have generally failed to develop new ideas and discourses to reflect Europeanized realities. But here too institutional differences matter. Simple polities are better positioned to address changes because their concentration of authority ensures them a more elaborate communicative discourse with the general public, in which they are able to speak with one voice, than are compound national polities, let alone the EU, given the number of potentially authoritative voices with differing messages.

Democracy has become a problem for Europe. The problem is not just at the supranational level of the European Union (EU), where all the talk of the democratic deficit has been focused, but even more importantly at the national level. This is because Europeanization, defined here as the top-down impact of the EU on its member states, has brought major change not just to national policies and economies, but also to national polities, that is, to the traditional workings of national democracies.1

Europeanization has disrupted the institutional patterns of all of its member states, shifting the focus of governmental power and authority upward to the EU, moving the locus of interest access and influence from national capitals to Brussels, and subordinating the expression of partisan votes and voice to a more consensus-oriented, interest-based politics. But it has affected member states characterized by more simple polities, in which governing activity has traditionally been channeled through a single authority, more than those with more compound polities, in which activity has traditionally been more diffused through multiple authorities. Such differential impact is the result of the institutional fit (or lack thereof) between the EU's highly compound institutional arrangements and those of its member states.2

The problems for democracy following from member-state adaptation, however, stem less from the changes in governance practices per se than from the lack of change in ideas and discourse about democracy. The main problem is that national leaders generally continue to project traditional visions of national democracy rather than to speak to the changes in the traditional workings of their democracies. That they choose not to engage their publics in deliberation about the effects of Europeanization on the polity attests to the difficulties of doing so when the short-term political costs are high and the benefits low. But their failure to do so leaves them open to the censure of their publics for policies for which they are not fully responsible, over which they often have little control, and to which they may not even be politically committed. And this is the source of a national democratic deficit, which is more serious regarding questions of political legitimacy than the democratic deficit at the EU level.

But again, member states' institutional differences matter. Europeanization represents a greater challenge to simple polities' ideas about democracy, where legitimacy is focused on a single authority, than to those of
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compound polities, where it is inherently more diffused. National leaders in simple polities have a greater capacity to speak to those challenges, since in a system where a restricted government elite tends to coordinate policy construction and communicate its initiatives to the public for deliberation, leaders are better able to project a clear message in a single voice. By contrast, in compound polities, which involve a much wider range of actors in the coordinative discourse, a clear communicative discourse cannot easily emerge, given the number of potentially authoritative yet differing voices. In the compound EU, these problems are multiplied, since it has an even greater range of national and EU-level actors involved in coordinative discourse and little communicative voice of its own. The fact that national leaders have tended not to speak to the democratic challenges, therefore, is a greater problem in simple polities than in compound polities, but a problem nonetheless for all member states, and especially for the EU as a whole. The negative majorities in the French and Dutch referenda in May 2005 on the Constitutional Treaty are the clear and unfortunate illustration of this.

In this paper, I first examine the EU’s institutions in comparative perspective (mainly with the United States) and their impact, generally and then differentially, on its member states. I then similarly consider the EU’s organizing principles of democracy and their challenge to those of EU member states. Finally, I analyze the EU’s patterns of discourse and their differential effects on national patterns. Throughout, two matched pairs of cases are used in illustration: Britain and France as simple polities, Germany and Italy as compound polities. While these two pairs represent “most different” cases for the purposes of comparison, within each of the pairs, once we control for the overarching institutional similarities, we also find “most different” cases; Britain and France, on the one hand, and Germany and Italy, on the other, differ significantly in history, culture, institutional capacity, and politics as well as in their responses to Europe. To elucidate the theory, I use a mix of “new institutionalist” methods, with soft rational choice assumptions about the interest-based logic of simple and compound polities, historical institutionalist attention to how the actual relationships shape interests in such polities, sociological institutionalist awareness of how cultural rules and norms frame both interests and institutions, and my own discursive institutionalist approach, which adds the dimension of ideas and discourse to illuminate the dynamics of change in interests, institutions, and culture.

Governance in the EU

With its dispersion of activity through multiple authorities at different levels, in different centers, with different forms of governing, the EU’s governance system is more highly compound than those of even the most compound of nation-states, such as the United States. Nevertheless, it greatly resembles the United States in its quasi-federal institutional structures, its semi-pluralist policy formulation processes, and its regulatory implementation processes; it differs from the United States in its consensus-oriented, largely indirect system of political representation (see table 1). The greatest difference occurs with regard to the impact on “subfederal” units. This is because, unlike the American states, EU member states prior to European integration have been highly developed nation-states in their own right, with democracies that evolved differently in terms of structures, policy-making processes, and representation systems.

The EU has greatly affected its member states’ governing by federalizing national institutional structures, pluralizing national policy-making processes, and depoliticizing national representative politics. But the EU has also differentially affected polities depending upon where countries can be situated along a continuum from simple to compound in their governance (see fig. 1). At one end of the spectrum are Germany, Spain, Belgium, and Italy—compound polities. Like the EU, they
Table 1
Institutional comparisons between the U.S. and EU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Federal structures—vertical</th>
<th>Federal structures—horizontal</th>
<th>Policy formulation</th>
<th>Policy implementation</th>
<th>Representative politics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Tipped in favour of center</td>
<td>Separation of powers</td>
<td>Open, political, competitive</td>
<td>Rule making somewhat open, uniform application</td>
<td>Politicized, direct elections for pres., majoritarian electoral system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>Tipped in favour of sub-federal units</td>
<td>Dynamic confusion of powers</td>
<td>Less open, more technical and apolitical, cooperative</td>
<td>Rule-making less transparent, less open, application more delegated, less uniform</td>
<td>Depoliticized, consensus-oriented, no direct elections for president, proportional and indirect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diffuse power and authority through federal or regionalized institutional structures and permit a moderate level of interest access and influence through corporatist policy making, in which certain privileged interests—mainly business and labor—help formulate and implement policy. They also promote compromise-oriented politics through proportional systems of representation, and strive for consensus despite partisan patterns of voting and exercising voice.

At the other end are countries such as Britain, France, or Greece. These are relatively simple polities with a concentration of power and authority in unitary institutional structures, and minimal interest access and influence through statist policy-making processes in which the executive has a monopoly on policy formulation but accommodates interests in implementation. They also share more conflictual politics in majoritarian representation systems with polarized patterns of voting and exercising voice (see table 2). Between the two extremes are a range of countries that do not fit neatly into any one place on the continuum, as one or another institutional element may be more simple—that is, a unitary structure or majoritarian politics—even though the polity as a whole basically functions in a compound manner—for example, because of corporatist policy-making and consensus-oriented politics—as in the Netherlands and Sweden.6

The EU serves to move all member-states’ governing practices toward the compound end of the continuum. However, the EU has had a comparatively greater impact on simple polities than on compound ones because of a lack of institutional fit (see table 2). For simple polities the Europeanization of national governing practices has diffused their traditional concentration of power in the executive through the EU’s quasi-federal levels and centers of governance. It has opened up their traditionally limited interest access in policy formulation through semi-pluralist EU level processes. It has diminished their flexibility in policy implementation through EU demands for regulatory uniformity. And it has subordinated their polarized, majoritarian politics to the EU’s consensus-oriented, interest-based politics. For more compound polities, by contrast, Europeanization has mainly added to their traditional diffusion of power, further opened up interest access while allowing corporatist implementation to stand, and reinforced consensus-oriented (albeit partisan) politics.

Figure 1
Countries on a continuum from simple to compound polities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UK</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Greece</th>
<th>Sweden/Netherlands</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Spain</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Belgium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Simple polity

Compound polity
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Although the EU bears a surface resemblance to the United States, its institutional structures are more fully multilevel and more multicentered. The vertical division of powers between EU federal and subfederal levels is tipped in favor of the subfederal, that is, of the EU member states, more than in the United States. The member states in the EU have more independent powers than America's states both in policy formulation, to shape and veto legislation, and in policy implementation, given their role in transposing and administering EU directives. In addition, the horizontal separation of powers in the EU between executive, legislature, and judiciary is a more dynamic confusion of powers between branches than in the United States. This is because the directly elected European Parliament has a much weaker legislative role than the national executives acting jointly in the formal executive, the Council of Ministers, which itself has much less executive power than the unelected bureaucracy, the Commission, which takes on most executive functions of initiation and enforcement, while the judiciary, the European Court of Justice, overlaps with the executive and legislature in its highly activist role.

The development of the EU's quasi-institutional structures has significantly affected all members' structures by altering the traditional power and authority of national governments. National executives have become EU-level decision makers in exchange for giving up autonomy in national policy making. National legislatures have become transposers of EU directives and regulators of society as they have lost traditional legislative powers of initiative and approval. National judiciaries have become interpreters of EU law, and subnational units, implementers of EU regulations, at the same time that both have become more independent of the national executive.

But the EU's institutional structures have disrupted countries with simple institutional structures more than they have those with already compound institutional structures. Although the executives in all states have lost power and autonomy in the shift of decision making upward to the EU, in unitary states this has been comparatively more significant not only because executives have traditionally been highly autonomous, but also because national judiciaries and regions have become more independent of the executive as a result of their EU-related roles (as well as because of internal dynamics related to judiciary activism and devolutionary reforms). The loss of executive autonomy has been less significant for more federal states like Germany, given that the executive has always had to share power and authority with other national and subnational units of government. For regionalized Italy, the executive has actually gained.

Paradoxically, although the diminution in national parliaments' legislative powers has been potentially of greater significance in federal states, it too has in the end affected unitary states more profoundly. This is because in federal
systems in which the executive's greater legislative role in the EU stood to alter the balance in the national division of powers to the detriment of the legislature, parliaments were able to negotiate a new balance of powers with the central executive. In Germany, for example, the opposition-controlled second chamber of the legislature was instrumental in forcing the issue.14 Belgium and Austria subsequently followed suit. In unitary states, by contrast, the legislature had no such capacity, given the weakness of the second chamber and control of the first by the executive as representative of the majority party. As a result, for example, the French Parliament's limited powers have become more limited, despite reforms attendant upon the Maastricht Treaty.15 The British Parliament has by comparison retained its traditionally greater powers of oversight, although it too has lost powers of initiative and approval.16 In Italy, a highly regionalized but technically unitary state, by contrast, the reduction in the parliament's powers of initiative and approval were balanced by greater effectiveness, as the transposition of EU directives made the log-rolling of the past impossible.

The greater independence of the judiciary from the national executive has also been more important for unitary than federal states, even though national courts' loss of autonomy to the European court has been more problematic for federal states. In France, for example, where the courts have traditionally been subordinated to the executive, the courts' increasing independence—the result of internal dynamics more than of their empowerment as an enforcement arm of the EU17—has been particularly unsettling to the executive, which is concerned by corruption investigations and is more resistant to applying EU law than either Germany or Britain. In Britain, where the courts have always been relatively independent and the precedent-setting approach of British common law matches EU practice, the executive found it easier to accept the increased independence of the judiciary, if not the proliferation of EU-inspired laws, while the courts bristled at giving up their prerogatives and have referred fewer questions to the ECJ than have France or Germany.18 In Germany, where the courts are even more independent than they are in Britain and the importance of law as a regulatory instrument parallels EU practice, the problem has been neither with the even greater independence of the courts nor with the proliferation of EU laws, but rather with constitutional issues related to the precedence of EU law over German.19 In Italy, where the courts were traditionally subordinate to the political power, they asserted their independence not just through the EU,20 but through a variety of corruption investigations, which ended the careers of major political and business officials—along with the entire postwar party system.

Finally, the closer links with the EU through regional policies, committees, and funds has been more significant for the regions of unitary states, which gained greater independence from national executives than they had in the past, than for the regions of federal and regionalized states. These always had more independence and stood to lose more as a result of the EU, but for the most part they managed to make up for their losses through other gains. Any increase in supranational access and funding clearly enhanced independence for the regions of unitary France, which gained some measure of autonomy from the executive only in the decentralizing reforms of the 1980s;21 for the more autonomous regions of formally unitary Italy, which have long had an uneasy truce with the central government; and for the newly emancipated regions of Britain, beneficiaries of the devolution that started in the late 1990s for Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland with elected legislatures, but which has yet to begin for the recently created English regions.22 By contrast, in federal Germany, the regions, after an initial loss in power as a result of the executive deciding at the EU level on policies that had long been their domain, were compensated for the loss with a seat at the table in the EU on issues that affect them. In regionalized Spain, the regions' rebalancing of power was also negotiated, albeit following greater delay due to the regions' initial resistance to any accommodation with the center.23

Policy making

The policy-making processes that infuse these quasi-federal institutional structures also resemble those of the United States—but again with significant differences. The EU's predominant pattern of policy making, often called the Community Method, involves a range of governmental and nongovernmental actors in joint decision making akin to the pluralist process of the United States, in which interests are involved in policy formulation, but excluded from policy implementation, which is mainly regulatory, with an arms' length, uniform application of the rules. In the EU, however, policy formulation is less open in terms of interest access because of EU civil servants' gatekeeping role in deciding which interests to allow into the official consultative fora and committees. Their role is more technical than political, given the apolitical status of EU civil servants who privilege technical and scientific bases for decisions. And it is more cooperative than competitive in style, given the EU’s consensual culture.24 In addition, EU regulatory implementation is less transparent in making rules, given the expert-dominated “comitology” system; more delegated, given the role of member states in transposing and enforcing the rules; and less uniform in application, given national differences in patterns of enforcement.

Here again, EU practices have affected member states. National interests have gained access and influence in
an EU policy process that involves a vaster array of actors in a more complex set of interactions with more points of entry than that of any member state. Moreover, national administrations have been pressed into more regulatory and legalistic modes of enforcement—where the rules are applied without exception by independent regulators and judges—from approaches that often relied instead on administrative discretion, joint regulation, or self-regulation.

Adaptation to the EU’s policy making processes has also been particularly difficult for simple member-state politics, where statist policy formulation traditionally gives little influence to organized interests, but flexible policy implementation allows for their accommodation, either by making exceptions to the rules as often as not (for example, France) or limiting the number of rules to allow self-governing arrangements (for example, Britain). In policy formulation, the learning curve for interest groups hoping to exert influence at the EU level was perhaps steepest in France, where lobbyists were accustomed to advancing their positions over lunch and relying on political arbitration late in the process, rather than approaching policy makers early with solid technical information—the best way to exert influence in the EU. Now, however, French interests have greater input at the EU level on decisions from which they had been normally excluded at the national level. British interests had much less to learn, having honed their lobbying skills in relations with Parliament and their negotiation skills with the bureaucracy. But they also gained in influence.

In policy implementation, both countries have had difficulties with the EU requirements to apply the rules without exception. In France, where EU requirements go against traditional patterns of administrative discretion, organized interests without access to EU policy formulation find themselves denied past accommodation. They therefore see no other alternative than to confront national authorities, as in the cases of truck drivers upset about EU-mandated liberalization and public service workers worried about privatization and deregulation. In Britain, where the EU’s codification of the rules go against traditional preferences for self-regulation and informal agreements, the problem has been in the increasing numbers of laws that deny organized interests the voluntary rules and self-governing arrangements of the past, leaving them to complain of the increasing rigidity of the public sphere.

Adaptation to EU policy processes has been easier for member states with more compound politics, where corporatist processes have traditionally allowed influence in policy formulation and implementation to certain privileged interests, mainly business and labor. The EU’s openness to interests has simply added even more interests into policy formulation, while implementation has not been at issue, since the EU generally allows corporatist implementation to stand. Germany’s interests have readily adapted to the EU’s pluralist process, having been schooled in the same kind of cooperative negotiating style and committee work prevalent in the EU, something that has guaranteed their dominance of standard-setting committees. Nonetheless, some corporatist processes have been unbalanced as business has gained greater access than labor in arenas other than labor and social policy, and as some businesses have gained greater access than others. By comparison, Italy’s organized interests had more to unlearn than to learn, given its clientelistic patterns of influence peddling that are not acceptable at the EU level. In policy implementation, moreover, while Germany’s legalistic patterns of enforcement largely conform to those of the EU, Italy’s problems are potentially even greater than those of France, given that it has traditionally tended to derogate the rules much more.

**Politics**

The EU is most different from the United States in its system of representative politics. In place of a directly elected presidential system with a strong, directly elected legislature and vigorous political parties in a competitive, majoritarian electoral system, it has the indirect representation afforded by national executives through the Council and the much weaker direct representation of the European Parliament. Unlike the United States, where politics and partisan competition is ever present, in the EU, partisan differences and political contestation have been submerged by the general quest for interest-based consensus.

Again, EU practices have affected member states. National electoral politics have been complicated by voting in European elections, which can become referenda on national elected officials, especially when they occur in the middle of a government’s term in office. National partisan politics has little outlet in the EU. Most significantly, national partisan politics has been subordinated, first, to the national interest politics of the Council, as ministers speak more often in the name of the nation than as the representative of the governmental majority; second, to the public interest politics of the European Parliament, as members of the European Parliament speak for the general good, rather than as representatives of electoral majorities; and third, to the organized interest politics of the Commission, as citizens exercise voice more effectively when lobbying in Brussels than voting or protesting in national capitals.

As with the Europeanization of institutions and policy making, so with representative politics. Compound politics—where compromise-oriented politics is the norm, given proportional electoral systems with multiple parties and/or two powerful legislative chambers in which control may be divided between government majority and
opposition—are a closer match with the EU’s quasi-consensual politics than countries with simpler polities—and more conflictual politics. In Germany and, to a lesser extent, Italy, the complex negotiations and search for consensus of the EU are not so different from their own politics, since compromise in negotiated settings is a sine qua non of their proportional representation systems, however partisan the politics. In simple polities, by contrast, where majoritarian electoral systems generally provide for stronger governments with less need to negotiate with interests or subnational authorities, the ambiguity of EU-related compromises causes greater disaffection in electorates used to more politically demarcated positions. Support for this view can be found in the voting abstention rates, which show a higher margin of disaffection in simple polities than in compound polities. From the mid-1980s to the late 1990s, abstentionism in national legislative elections in France and the UK was up by 14 percent and 16 percent, respectively, from reasonably high levels of 22 and 25 percent; in Germany and Italy it was up by around 7 percent from low levels of around 11 percent.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polity Type</th>
<th>Institutional fit with EU</th>
<th>Europeanization (Top-down; Member-state adapts national practices to EU practices)</th>
<th>European integration (Bottom up; Member-state projects national policy preferences on EU)</th>
<th>Compliance with EU policies (Top-down; Member-state's capacity to comply with EU policies)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compound polity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Easier to adapt practices</td>
<td>Harder to project preferences</td>
<td>Harder to comply with policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple polity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Harder to adapt practices</td>
<td>Easier to project preferences</td>
<td>Easier to comply with policies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Europeanization vs. European integration and policy implementation**

One caveat, however. Misfit is mainly a problem for simple polities, while fit is an advantage for compound polities when we consider Europeanization as the top-down impact of the EU’s governance on its member states. By contrast, in the case of European integration, as the bottom-up process of projecting national preferences onto the EU, misfit may be an advantage for simple politics and a problem for compound ones. There can be little question that countries like Britain and France, where the executive has hierarchical control of other branches and levels of government, are more effective at the EU level because they can speak with one voice than those where ministries and regions have greater measures of independence. It follows from this that a more simple institutional architecture provides member states an easier time in applying EU policies, since they need not negotiate compliance with subnational regions or corporatist interests, as in many compound polities (see table 3). This said, although compound polities have to negotiate reforms rather than simply impose them, the negotiated outcomes may work better and to the satisfaction of all.

**Democracy in the EU**

That national governance has changed in response to Europeanization is not the main problem for EU democracies. Rather, the problem is that their ideas about democracy generally have not changed, leaving questions about the legitimacy of the new practices and confusion over political control and accountability—and more so in simple polities where the clash is greater between the new practices and traditional ideas about democracy. To see this clearly, it is necessary first to consider how democracy in the EU has affected national democracies more generally.

**The general impact of EU democracy on national democracy**

More ink has been spilt in recent years over the issue of the democratic deficit in the EU than just about any other problem. Democratic theorists have pointed to the lack of input democracy through political participation and the impossibility of such given the lack of a collective identity or a common political space. Some, however, defend the EU as either providing “output democracy” through effective regulation or as no worse than other democracies, given its checks and balances and delegated authorities. Most see the main answer to this problem as the development of EU-level institutions that are more participatory and representative than they are currently—thus the focus on a new Constitutional Treaty intended to strengthen the democratic status of the EU. But this is not so easy.
The central problem has to do with the fragmented nature of democracy in the EU. In national polities, democracy tends to be based on four legitimizing mechanisms: government by the people, through political participation (or input democracy); of the people, through citizen representation; for the people through effective government (or output democracy); and what I call (adding a preposition to the traditional formulation) government with the people, through interest consultation (legitimized in the United States as pluralism). In the EU, only two of these four mechanisms are prominent, effective governance for the people and interest consultation with the people; government by and of the people is left largely to the national level. 42

There is no consensus to shift government by and of the people to the EU level through EU-wide parliamentary elections—not would this necessarily help democratize the EU, given the lack of a collective identity and will. Democratic reforms of the EU still focus mainly on improving governance for the people, through greater accountability and transparency, and with the people, through more interest-based access and a greater opening to “civil society”—meaning more public interest groups, along with business, labor, and agricultural interests. This does little to decrease the fragmentation of EU democracy as a whole.

The deficiencies of fragmented EU-level democracy put tremendous pressure on national politics. The resulting problems cover a wide range of governance areas (see table 4). In areas of supranational governance in which the Commission, the European Central Bank (ECB), or the European Court of Justice (ECJ) have delegated authority, the lack of government by the people makes this kind of governance for the people generally problematic. This is especially so in cases where rules formerly agreed are no longer accepted, given that they are very difficult to reverse. 43 In monetary policy, for example, while the ECB’s role in monetary policy, together with the restrictive terms of the Stability and Growth Pact, limit national governments’ ability to take effective demand-side action in economic downturn, national constituencies still hold national authorities responsible for the state of the economy. At the same time that the Commission took Chancellor Gerhard Schröder to task for risking breaching the 3 percent deficit criterion, the German public blamed him for high unemployment and the declining state of the economy. It

### Table 4
Problems of democracy in a range of governance areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of governance</th>
<th>Democratic mechanism</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supranational governance through delegated authorities</td>
<td>Governance for the people through effective governing</td>
<td>Lack of gov by the people problem where rules no longer accepted</td>
<td>ECB Stability and Growth Pact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monnet method of joint decision-making</td>
<td>Governance with the people through interest consultation</td>
<td>Altho Brussels center of process, national interests mostly still organize, pressure, and protest at national level</td>
<td>Immigration agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electoral politics</td>
<td>Participatory democracy by the people</td>
<td>Mismatch between national elections focused on policy issues that can only be decided by EU and EP elections focused on politi issues that can be decided only by national leaders (in concert)</td>
<td>Elections for national parliaments and European Parliaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contentious politics</td>
<td>Consultative democracy with the people when the democratic processes of by and with break down</td>
<td>Protests vs EU policies target nat’l officials who are accountable for implementation but can’t change rules while protests vs national policies find more concern but little capacity from EU officials</td>
<td>Truckers’ protests ‘euro-strikes’ such as Renault</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ECB

Stability and Growth Pact

Immigration agriculture

Elections for national parliaments and European Parliaments

Truckers’ protests ‘euro-strikes’ such as Renault
is no surprise, then, that Germany (and France, for similar reasons) bucked the Stability and Growth Pact when their economies were in a state of downturn, and then sought to amend the rules of the Pact. Where such defiance does not work, as in the UK’s response to the EU Commission’s decisions on the measures regarding mad cow disease or of France’s unwillingness to agree to agricultural concessions in the Uruguay Round, national leaders have sought to convince the public of a good faith effort to fight the policy at the EU level while moderating its impact nationally—mainly by buying off the most affected interests. The French government offered subsidies to farmers after the Uruguay Round; the British gained EU reimbursement for farmers in the mad cow crisis.44

Equally problematic are the effects of Europeanization on input democracy by the people when national governments, elected on a platform at the national level, have to implement EU policies to which they may not be politically committed. This has been the case for successive French governments’ implementation of EU deregulation in electricity, which they had all resisted because of its potential impact on the public utilities that were seen as a public service obligation of the Republican state.45 The problems of participatory democracy by the people also suffer because of a mismatch between national elections, which focus on policy issues that increasingly can only be fully addressed at the EU level, such as immigration, food safety, or economic growth, and European parliamentary elections, which tend to focus on more general policy issues that can only be resolved by nationally based actors, such as how to reform EU institutions.46

Finally, contentious politics, consultative democracy with the people when regular consultation breaks down, have also generated problems for national democracies.47 Protests against EU policies target national officials who are accountable for policy implementation, but who can do little to accommodate protesters’ concerns. Yet protests focused on local issues may find more response from EU officials than from national ones. On the one hand, truckers’ blockades of highways in France and Italy to protest EU-mandated deregulation have had little effect on EU policy, although they have forced national governments to buy off truckers through expensive concessions on fuel taxes and the like. On the other hand, the “euro-strikes” against the closing of French car manufacturer Renault’s Belgian plant in Vilvoorde garnered the attention of EU officials, who pledged to strengthen plant-closing legislation, and sanctions by those officials, because the manufacturer had not given prior notice on the plant-closing.48 Yet they led to no French government action against Renault, despite the fact that the new Socialist government had promised in its election campaign to sanction the still partially government-owned firm.49

The problem for national leaders is that EU-level decision making largely involves politics without policy, that is, national control over policy making. Because national citizens lack a system in which one can “throw the scoundrels out” at the EU level, national politics takes the heat for EU decisions. Until citizens begin to see Brussels as an equally important place to voice concerns, apply pressure, and protest, national politics will continue to suffer from the bottleneck caused by national governments being the main focus of national discontent. But while a fuller democracy with the people at the EU level would alleviate problems at the national level, it cannot solve all of them. This is because the EU alters the traditional workings of national institutions and challenges traditional ideas about national democracy.

The differential impact of the EU on national democracies

The EU not only poses problems for all member states’ democracies, but it has differential effects on member states depending on whether they are simple or compound. The effects are best elucidated in terms of the challenges to the organizing principles of national democracies constituted by the EU-related changes in institutions, policy processes, and representative politics.

To begin with, the EU’s federalizing diffusion of power through its multiple authorities reinforces the underlying assumptions in compound polities that democracy by the people is best served by dispersing government power such that citizens’ rights are protected from government excess through vertical and horizontal checks and balances. In Germany, this sits well with a centuries-old history of regional power and a postwar constitution written to prevent any possible return to the excesses of centralized power. By contrast, the EU challenges the traditional assumptions in simpler polities that democracy is better served by the concentration of governmental power vertically and horizontally such that the government has the sole responsibility as well as the capacity to respond to citizens’ wants and needs. For France, the EU challenges the country’s Jacobin philosophical foundations that concentrate authority in the “one and indivisible” Republican state. For Britain it undermines the authority of the executive as the embodiment of parliamentary sovereignty. In Italy the EU reinforces the assumptions underlying the increasingly regionalized practices that disperse power, even as it challenges what is still in principle a unitary state.

Similarly, the EU’s pluralizing of member-state policy formulation through increasing interest influence bolsters the views in compound polities that effective governing for the people demands the greatest openness to multiple inputs from intermediate interests through multiple centers of power via consultation with the people. For Germany and Italy, the EU only reinforces legitimacy, since it adds a wider range of interests to those traditionally
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involved in corporatist or clientelistic processes. By contrast, EU-related institutional changes clash with the assumptions of simple polities that the executive governs most effectively for all the people while ensuring against governmental excess by being closed to interest consultation with the people. For France, open interest consultation offends ideas prevalent since the Revolution that see it as illegitimate; in Britain, it clashes with ideas of executive autonomy.

In implementation, moreover, the EU’s regulatory model clashes with simple polities’ commitment to flexibility. For France, the EU’s insistence on applying the rules without exceptions reduces the executive’s ability to govern effectively for the people in implementation by accommodating minority interests harmed by majority decisions in policy formulation. For Britain, the problem is rather with the statutes that, by abrogating organized interests’ self-regulatory arrangements, increase the scope and rigidity of the public sphere and thereby encroach on the private sphere. By contrast, the EU again tends to reinforce legitimacy in compound polities by promoting governing effectiveness for the people through regulatory and legalistic processes (which also predominate in Germany), by allowing corporatist processes to continue (in both Germany and Italy), or by substituting regulatory enforcement for a discredited clientelism (in Italy).

Finally, the EU depoliticization of representative politics by way of interest-based, consensus-oriented politics sustains the assumption in compound polities that political compromise among the plethora of authorities representative of the people, elected by the people, and open to interest intermediation with the people, is the best way to express the will of all the people. In Germany, it matches a consensus-oriented political culture that expects compromise among federal and regional governments; government and opposition (when in control of the upper house); and government, business, and labor (on labor-related policies). In Italy, it fits with a conflict-ridden political culture that accepts the need for compromise among myriad parties in coalition governments, with regional governments (on regional issues), and with the social partners (on labor-related policies). By contrast, the EU’s depoliticization of representative politics clashes with the expectation in simple polities that political leadership by a single executive, representative of and elected by the people, requires fulfillment of all political commitments made to the electorate. For France and Britain, it undermines conflict-based political cultures which expect the government to impose its electoral program without compromise—although in France unpopular programs are immediately sanctioned through protest in the streets, whereas in Britain’s “elected dictatorship” the main sanctions come from elections.

In short, even though EU legitimacy may be increasing with the development of EU institutions, national legitimacy suffers from the effects of EU governance on national democracies more so for simple polities, where legitimacy is focused on a single authority than for compound polities, where it rides on the system as a whole. Thus although national publics generally hold their own politicians accountable, the public of simple polities hold their politicians more accountable because they see them as more fully responsible for and more politically committed to all decisions, whether or not EU-related, than the public of more compound polities, who know that their politicians are never fully in control of any decisions, even those they are committed to politically. Questions of democratic legitimacy therefore come up more frequently in simple polities, since they can arise in response to any unpopular policy, than in compound polities, where democratic legitimacy is at issue when the people lose trust in the system as a whole.

Other problems for national democracy

There are limits to the significance of institutional fit with regard to ideas about democracy. The organizing principles of democracy are not the only ideas that affect responses to Europeanization; so do other historically and culturally grounded values and interests—political, social, and economic (see fig. 2).

In simple polities, for example, consideration of political, social, and economic values can elucidate how countries mediate the clash between the EU and their democratic organizing principles—for example, why the French, with their ideas about a civilizing cultural mission and the universal rights of man, have embraced Europeanization despite its potential impact on the powers of the Republican state, whereas the British have kept Europe more at arms’ length because it threatens ideas about the rights of Englishmen and parliamentary sovereignty. In compound polities, social and political values show how the fit with democratic organizing principles was enhanced, with Germany’s embracing Europe as a way to submerge national identity in a larger whole; Italy’s, a way to rescue the nation-state; and Spain’s (like Greece’s, despite its “simpler” policy), a way to reinforce democracy.

National values can also help explain responses to the EU policy issues. Sweden and Denmark, for example, resisted becoming part of the European Monetary Union because they were concerned about its impact on social justice in the social democratic welfare state, while Germany embraced the EMU because it fit with notions of economic order and the stability, despite the public’s qualms about giving up the Deutschmark and problems related to its exchange rate value. In addition, although the French and the Germans have both on the whole been pro-European, when EU policies threaten Germany’s economic order—through decisions against the lending practices of the regional banks—or the French state’s social
service mission—through liberalization of public utilities—the responses are as negative as the British or the Swedes on the euro. What is more, the French no vote in the referendum on the Constitutional Treaty made clear that policy issues related to the euro's impact on the welfare state or liberalization on the services publics go to the heart of the left's social justice concerns, while the impact of enlargement and immigration on national identity was the major concern on the right. The same concerns explain the Dutch no vote, although the euro's alleged inflationary impact was also an issue.

Interests also matter, of course. One cannot understand the push for European integration without recognizing the economic, political, and social interests that enabled countries to overcome ideational obstacles to change—the French desire to lead politically in Europe; the German interest in economic growth and social stability; the British willingness to follow economic interest despite political reticence; the Italian hope to overcome the hazards of state paralysis; or the need for small states such as Denmark, Sweden, and Austria to be part of a larger political entity in order better to manage economic externalities.

Experiences of European integration or policy implementation may also affect perceptions of the EU. Thus, for example, success in projecting national preferences onto the EU can offset concerns about the impact of the EU on
national democratic practices and ideas. In France, leadership in the EU has long served to obscure the state's real loss of power. By contrast, success in policy implementation may only increase concerns about the impact of the EU, as in Britain, whose stellar compliance record has only meant that it has felt the effects of Europeanization more, thereby adding to the clash with national ideas. Finally, Britain's experience of better economic performance outside the eurozone than France's, Germany's, or Italy's within it, also helps explain its continued reluctance to join the European Monetary Union.

The Real Democratic Deficit
That democracy in the EU regional state is fragmented and does not match the democracy of any nation-state, by emphasizing democracy for and with the people over and above democracy by and of the people, is not the problem for democracy in the EU. Moreover, even the fact that EU-level democracy has challenged national ideas about democracy is not the problem, or that those challenges are greater for simple than compound polities. The problem for democracy is that national leaders and publics have failed to come to terms with the changes to the traditional workings of their democracies.

While national governance has changed dramatically in the process of Europeanization, leaders have not only not generated new ideas to legitimate the new practices, but they have also persisted in speaking about Europeanization as if the old ideas about democracy still applied, as if little has changed, though everything has. Although EU policy issues are often at the forefront of national discourse, as politicians blame the EU for unpopular policies or take credit for popular ones, issues related to the changes in governance practices take a back seat except at certain defining moments—times of treaty referenda or accession agreements. Even though this is understandable—politicians, after all, are not likely to use their scarce political resources to speak about changes that are complicated and difficult to sell, and there are no electoral incentives to do so—it adds to the problems of the democratic deficit. These problems have been dramatized most recently by the fiasco of the ratification of the Constitutional Treaty.

In France, for example, national leaders ignore the impact of the EU on the national polity, focusing instead on France's impact on the EU. Thus they still speak as if the state were unitary, despite the federalizing trends related not only to the EU but also to internal reforms, as in the case of Corsica. France continues to insist that it remains a leader in Europe, despite the faltering of the Franco-German partnership and the fact that it has followed much more than led in the 1990s, and sometimes reluctantly, as in the liberalization of the public services industries or in its change in immigration policy. The failures of this kind of discourse came home to roost with the referendum on the Constitutional Treaty in 2005. Mainstream leaders in the yes campaign, who spoke mainly about EU-level institutional reforms and the need for continued French leadership in Europe, were drowned out by voices for the no vote, which focused on the national-level impact of EU policies related to liberalization, enlargement, and immigration—when they were not more simply voting against the government leadership and decisions taken without consultation.

In Britain, by contrast, leaders have often highlighted the EU's negative impact on national practices. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher engaged in polemical diatribes against ambitious integration plans that challenged national sovereignty and excess regulations that reduced the private sphere while rigidifying the public sphere. John Major did the same through a quieter, but equally negative, discourse. Tony Blair, by contrast, has largely remained silent, in particular over possible entry into the eurozone, which has been portrayed as a strictly economic problem—leaving Fleet Street to continue the negative polity discourse. The result is that the public has been made maximally aware of the drawbacks to Europeanization and told few of the benefits, such that any government that moves toward greater integration risks being seen as undermining British democracy. The referendum on the Constitutional Treaty tentatively scheduled for the end of 2006 would have been very hard to win, even if Blair couched it as a question of Britain being in or out of Europe—pitting current economic interests against old political values. As it turns out, the no votes in France and the Netherlands let Blair off the hook.

Neither Germany nor Italy has had problems as serious as those of France and Britain with regard to the changes in governance, given their better fit with the EU as compound democracies. Thus the discourse of national leaders about the EU's national impact has been mostly positive. For Italy, the problems with governance practices may come when it is forced to implement the EU rules. For Germany, problems are more likely when EU policies are seen to challenge its social market economy (of which decision by the Competition Commission against the regional state-owned savings and loan banks was a foretaste), because it is seen as fundamental to citizens' economic and social rights. Moreover, because both countries had parliamentary votes ratifying the Constitutional Treaty, there were no public debates of the kind that occurred in France and the Netherlands.

The referendum saying no to Europe were a wake-up call to national leaders that the democratic deficit they were trying to remedy at the EU level through the Constitutional Treaty was felt more intensely at the national level. The referenda were in fact all about politics—the lack of government by the people at the EU level and national electorates' desire to make their views heard on the EU as a whole as well as on particular policies over which they
have had very little say. Ironically the no vote in the referenda stopped the EU-level institutional reforms that might have introduced more politics into the EU policy process and thereby made it possible for voters' policy concerns to be addressed.

Moreover, the political fallout from the Constitutional Treaty referendum has increasingly split mainstream political parties down the middle—into pro and anti-Europeans—leaving an opening on both sides of the political spectrum for extremes to exploit. Increasing polarization has gone hand in hand with citizens' loss of trust in both national governments and EU institutions, with rampant cynicism and growing political apathy apparent in ever higher rates of electoral abstentionism—with the exception of the no votes in the referenda.

The democratic deficit, in short, is a problem at the national level. And it will remain a problem as long as national leaders and citizens in the member states do not reevaluate what they mean by national democracy today, even before they decide how to democratize the EU for tomorrow. The EU is no longer an elite project supported by a permissive consensus. But it is not yet a peoples' project grounded in a democratic consensus.

How can leaders build democratic consensus? To answer this, we need to consider the patterns of discourse in European democracy at both EU and national levels, which also differ in simple and compound polities.

**Patterns and Problems of Discourse in Europe**

The new EU governance has generated new patterns of discourse which have differentially affected simple and compound polities. Discourse, after all, is not just about what you say, but also about who talks to whom while constructing new policies and communicating them to the public. Thus there are two forms of discursive interaction: a coordinative discourse of policy construction and a communicative discourse of political legitimization.

In the domain of coordinative discourse, the main interlocutors are policy actors—experts, organized interests, civil servants, elected officials, and public figures—who coordinate agreement often using ideas conveyed by policy entrepreneurs and/or developed in discursive communities—whether policy networks based on the exchange of ideas, epistemic communities united by shared ideas, advocacy coalitions sharing ideas and access to policy making, or strong publics that critically deliberate about policies. In the domain of the communicative discourse, the key interlocutors are political actors—politicians, spin doctors, campaign managers, government spokespersons, party activists—who communicate the ideas developed through coordinative discourse to the public—including the general public of citizens, the informed publics of organized private persons, and policy forums of community leaders, activists, experts, organized interests, the media—for deliberation and, ideally, modification.

Most important for our study, polities differ in their emphasis on the coordinative or communicative discourse, largely as a result of institutional context (see fig. 3).
In compound polities, the dispersion of power, widespread interest consultation, and consensus-oriented politics ensure that the coordinative discourse is elaborate and the communicative discourse thin. Here, the large number of policy actors making decisions must deliberate extensively as well as come to terms with their own constituencies; while leaders are expected to communicate with the general public only in vague terms, since detailed discussion risks unraveling compromises reached in private. By contrast, in simple polities, the concentration of power, the restricted nature of interest consultation, and the polarization of politics ensures that the coordinative discourse is thin and the communicative discourse elaborate. In the absence of widespread policy coordination and in the face of certain opposition from other parties and minority interests, political actors have greater need to legitimate new ideas directly with the general public.\(^5\)

In the EU, the discursive pattern of compound polities is even more pronounced. The EU’s coordinative discourse involves a wide range of policy actors at both national and EU levels. Policies are generated, for example, by the ideas of the “epistemic communities” of central bankers, economists, and financial reporters tied to EMU; by the discursive policy networks of EU, national, and regional actors; or by advocacy coalitions.\(^5\) Moreover, policies are debated in the supranational deliberative democracy or directly-deliberative polyarchy of the EU-anointed national experts, government representatives, and interests meeting in “comitology” committees; they are critiqued through the strong publics constituted by the Parliament; and they are decided in the arenas of the Council and Commission.\(^6\)

By contrast, the EU’s communicative discourse has very few actors capable of speaking for the EU as a whole and no single public to address. This is not only for want of a common European language, media, political parties, and public opinion—let alone a European citizenry or directly elected president. It is also because the institutional design of the EU provides for no strong central voice; the Commission president is the most visible (and audible) spokesperson, but authority relies heavily on the force of his or her personality. (Constitutional reforms might have helped remedy this situation, with proposals for a new foreign minister and nonrotating president of the Council in addition to the Commission.)

All in all, while the EU benefits from the most elaborate of coordinative discourses, it suffers from the thinnest of communicative discourses, with policy ideas conveyed mostly indirectly by national political actors in national contexts.\(^5\) As such, it has had a differential impact on countries with simple and compound discursive patterns (see fig. 4).

In simple polities, national political leaders can speak clearly and in one voice to the changes in national practices and Europeanization’s challenges to traditional ideas about democracy. But rather than addressing these issues, political leaders’ communicative discourses have increasingly focused on purely national issues, whether public services in Blair’s second term or the 35-hour work week in Lionel Jospin’s prime ministership, leaving the impact
of Europeanization open to exploitation by political extremists. A consequence of this has been the “no” vote in the French referendum.

Compound polities confront a different set of problems since political leaders are schooled in communicating only in vague terms on the agreements reached among the actors involved in the coordinative discourse of policy construction. Here, it is good that Europeanization has been less of a challenge to compound polities’ organizing principles of democracy, since the general poverty of the communicative discourse makes for a cacophony of voices where there is no consensus. This was clearly the problem in the Dutch referendum, which was made worse by national leaders’ inability to articulate any clear message in the communicative discourse—this having been the first time they had ever had a referendum on any issue, let alone on the EU.

Europeanization, in short, is problematic to its member states not so much because of the changes in national practices as because of the lack of new ideas and discourse to address those changes. For simple polities like Britain and France, the challenge is to change ideas about the polity. The strong communicative discourse exists to make that a possibility, if only leaders were willing to try. For Germany and Italy, it is good that the polity issues are not as serious, since they would have a much harder time projecting a successful communicative discourse. As it is, policy issues that challenge deep-seated values do need to be addressed—and this is where potential problems lie.
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One question that always comes up in analyzing discourse is that people always talk, so when does it matter and when does it not? This depends upon how good or persuasive the ideas are—such that people change their minds in response to “arguing” rather than just remaining in a “bargaining” mode (Risse 1998) and reconceptualize interests rather than just reify them. The causal influence of discourse can be demonstrated through studies that engage in process-tracing of ideas to show how they led actors to different policy choices (Berman 1998; Blyth 2002); studies that show how speakers “entrap” their publics through “rhetorical action” (Schimmelfennig 2001); or studies that take matched pairs of cases where everything is controlled for but the discourse (Schmidt 2002c; see discussion in Schmidt 2002a).
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